EXPOSED! MAKE MONEY WITH SIMPLE SOFTWARE: The secret formula of how I work from home, make money fast and develop passive income
for life. (How to Live Life on Your Terms Book 1)

Absolutely ANYONE can learn how to make a software that sells for serious cash. Today only
- get this Amazon book at this special price. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or
Kindle device. You are about to discover: A straight forward, easily copied system that
shows you exactly what to do to duplicate my success with simple to produce yet highly
profitable software. Absolutely anyone can follow this system and YOU can be profiting from
simple software within hours! I expose the tools you need and discusses how one simple idea
made me $1,000s. The success I had is merely the tip of a very large iceberg and youll be
amazed by the possibilities uncovered to make some very serious income indeed! Nothing is
left out - you simply have to copy what I did and youre good to go! Here is a preview of what
youll learn: The exact piece of simple software created in a couple of hours that made $1,000s.
Why YOU (or anyone) can easily emulate my success. Interview with the software guru who
has totally de-mystified the process of creating simple software. The tool you need to get
started right away. The secret software group that is quietly cashing in big time and your invite
to join them. 10 Bonus Marketing Tips The best way to make money I know - simple software
that sells. Check What Others Are Saying! I can attest to the fact that Les information works.
I have been using these ideas for about six weeks and have already put around $400 into my
PayPal account. And believe me, my tech skills are very limited. I havent always had the
greatest success with low cost Kindle books, but this one is a clear exception. Les hits the ball
out of the park both in terms of readability, but more importantly in terms of laying out an
easy to follow system that really works. Software is one of the hottest commodities there is.
People always want tools that will make their lives easier and more efficient, and a good piece
of software that does both is like a winning lottery ticket. Les Blythe does a great job of
showing how anybody (even me!) could get started in their own software development
business. He walks the reader through all the necessary steps from coming up with the idea to
creating the software and finally distributing it. He even includes a bonus section at the end
with tips to help you market your freshly minted piece of software so you can start seeing the
results youre looking for. I seldom, leave reviews. I have been into online marketing for more
than 4 years and I know what works. The author has done a good job in detailing the
necessary steps and didnt leave out any significant information. This is one of my favorite
reads and I have categorized this under actionable items in my scheduled tasks. The author
lays out a great strategy for anyone to learn to make simple software products and profit. This
isnt some white paper theory, but rather its based entirely off the experiences of the author. He
reveals the exact tools and strategies he himself has uses to make, market and distribute
software. He turns quite a nifty profit. This is an excellent primer for anyone who wants to
make either a part-time or full-time income online. I have used the software he recommends
and know it works a dream. What I was missing in MY simple software strategy was
something he refers to as his secret sauce. CLICK the orange Buy Now button and grab your
copy now! Tags: software engineering, software development, make money online, make
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